City of Anaheim: Center City Corridors Existing Conditions and Opportunities Analysis
Summary of Workshop No. 1
May 2, 2019

Overview
On May 2, 2019 at 7:00 p.m., the City of Anaheim hosted a community workshop event at the
Downtown Community Center located at 250 E. Center Street, Anaheim. The event venue was selected
due the central location within the study area and ease of accessibility by the broader community.
Public noticing for the workshop was provided through flyers mailed to over 5,000 property owners and
tenants. In addition, event information was shared through the City’s Facebook, Instagram, and flyers
were posted at local business.
Approximately 50 individuals from the community were in attendance at the workshop event. A
Welcome Station included a sign‐in sheet and flyer handout with study website and city contact details
to inform attendees of future updates. When entering the meeting room, a “Get Informed” station
provided the following informational boards for attendees: Study Area Map, Existing Context Map (with
General Plan Land Use base), and Study Goals. In addition, Spanish translation services were available
but not requested by community members in attendance. The purpose of the workshop was to
introduce the analysis effort and solicit initial thoughts and ideas regarding issues to address in the
study.
A PowerPoint presentation was prepared for the workshop with City staff beginning by welcoming
participants and introducing the study purpose and project team presenters. The purpose of the study,
more specifically, is to analyze the corridors running through Center City and solicit the community’s
input on ways to enhance mobility, infrastructure, open space, land use, urban design, and economic
conditions along the corridors. The
study efforts are funded in part by a
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Sustainable
Communities Program. Grant goals are
aimed at addressing community
engagement, strategies for infill and
investment around transit, livable
corridors, neighborhood mobility,
consistency with regional
transportation programs, and
integrated concepts for future
implementation (creating a foundation
for future grants and funding).
Event presentation.
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RRM Design Group provided an overview of the existing conditions and opportunities analysis study
effort as part of the presentation. This included a general description of the project area, which includes
the 91 Freeway and Fullerton to the north, Union Pacific Railroad to the east, Interstate 5 freeway to the
south, and West Street and Interstate 5 freeway to the west. Specific note was made to emphasize that
the study efforts focus on primary and secondary arterials including Anaheim Boulevard, Harbor
Boulevard, Ball Road, Broadway, Lincoln Avenue and La Palma Avenue.
RRM Design Group reviewed the three primary areas that the study area encompasses, as described in
the Anaheim General Plan; they include the North‐Central Industrial Area, The Colony and Downtown
Area, and South Anaheim Boulevard Area. Current policy direction for these areas was summarized and
highlights of existing conditions for these areas and key corridors was reviewed. The study timeline is
approximately nine (9) to twelve (12) months with several opportunities for community engagement
and review of draft study findings.
Feedback
The overview presentation provided background on the study and set the stage for two forms of
community input at the workshop. First, an interactive online survey was conducted and, second, a
facilitated discussion was conducted with an accompanying prioritization exercise.
Interactive Online Survey
RRM guided community members through an online survey using their smart phone devices. Hard
copies of the survey were made available for those who did not wish to take the survey electronically.
The survey was made available in both English and Spanish. Results were collected and reviewed with
general themes revealing that:






Traveling to the study area is largely conducted via automobile;
Once in the study area, individuals prefer walking to get around;
Mobility improvements made to sidewalks and the larger pedestrian network would encourage
more individuals to walk rather than drive;
Sidewalks and bicycle lanes were the preferred improvement intervention in the study area; and
Increasing economic opportunities for residents and business owners (new jobs, shops, services,
offices, etc.) ranked high for overall importance.

The online survey will continue to be available through the end of June 2019 and data collected at the
workshop will be folded into the overall results.
Facilitated Discussion and Prioritization Exercise
This portion of the event involved a facilitated discussion led by RRM Design Group eliciting thoughts
and ideas from community members in attendance, specifically regarding three questions (also
contained in the online community survey):
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Why do you come to the Center City
Corridors area today?
What would you like to see less of in
the Center City Corridors area?
What would encourage you to come
to the Center City Corridors area more
often in the future?

Feedback was scribed onto the three boards
located at the front of the room. After initial
comments were collected, a prioritization
exercise was conducted with each participant
provided three green dots to place next to
the top three issues of interest. Exercise
Attendees participating in prioritization exercise.
results are summarized below.

Question 1 ‐ Why do you come to the Center City Corridors area today?
Key Themes/Results
 Live in the Area
 Restaurants
 Manage Property
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Parks
Breweries
Grocery Store

Question 2 ‐ What would you like to see less of in the Center City Corridors area?
Key Themes/Results
 Homeless
 High Density Housing
 Speeding Vehicles
 Used Car Dealerships
 Graffiti
 Trash
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Parking Problems
Dark Alleys
La Palma Street Traffic Access
Railroad Noise
Smoking in the Parks

Question 3 ‐ What would encourage you to come to the Center City Corridors area more often in the
future?
Key Themes/Results
 Safer Parks
 More Police Presence
 Shops & Businesses
 Buffer People from Cars on Anaheim
Boulevard
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Trees on Corridors
Expand FRAN Service
Slow Kroeger Street Traffic
Better Connected Bicycle Lanes
Improve Image (Buildings & Public Spaces)

